One the primary goal of quantitative X-ray radiography is to compute the densities of objects in the scene being imaged. The most common approach to doing this is to use radiation transport modeling to simulate a forward radiograph that best matches the measured image. When the object being imaged is cylindrically symmetric, it is possible to instead infer object densities directly from the measured data, viewing the image as a single tomographic projection of the object. This is a two-stage process, as the intensity data must be converted to areal density, then the areal density is mapped to volumetric density by the inverse Abel transform. Abel inversion is an ill-posed problem, which means that it is sensitive both to noise in the measured intensity image and to errors in the conversion from intensity to areal density. In this work we develop a novel approach to computing areal density from intensity and show how the improved areal density calculations result in significantly improved volumetric density estimates. We further show correlation between the recasting model parameters and presumed source spectrum shape and compare results with experimental observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radiation generating devices (RGD) produce X-rays which are commonly used to interrogate an object to infer absolute quantitative information, such as an object's density, from radiographic image obtained of the scene. The U.S. Department of Energy research complex has several highenergy X-ray sources used for quantitative radiography, such as RITS-6 [1, 2] at Sandia National Laboratories, DARHT at Los Alamos National Laboratory [3, 4] , and Cygnus at the Nevada National Security Site [5, 6] . For each of these distinct RGD systems, X-rays produced penetrate through an object of interest under investigation, and those X-rays not absorbed by objects of interest deposit any remaining energy into a approximately linear response to the X-rays incident upon it. The visible light emitted by the scintillator is typically captured by an optical imaging system such as a chargecoupled device (CCD) camera. Figure 1 shows a basic schematic of the imaging process for a cylindrically symmetric object consisting of three concentric layers, each composed of di erent materials with differing densities. In this configuration, the values at each pixel in the image as captured from the CCD array is directly proportional to X-ray transmission through the object in the radiographic field of view (FOV). Intensity, as observed at the CCD array plane and consequently mapped back to an emitting point on the scintillator is then approximately the line integral of the X-ray attenuation along the line of site from the X-ray source. If the object is radially, or in this case cylindrical symmetric about a -projection tomographic reconstruction problem known as Abel inversion. 
A. Converting Intensity to areal density
Images captured by X-ray imaging systems like those described above are direct measures of the intensity of visible light emitted by the scintillator [7] , which, as also noted, is an indirect measure of photon attenuation through matter within the radiographic FOV. The materials' photon attenuation properties comprise of the mass attenuation coefficient, specific to the object's material, mass density of the object, and the thickness or the ray trace length through the object. The measured intensity, I, can be converted to areal density, , using a measured transmission curve [8] , but it is common in practice to use the approximation (1) where n is the log base and the scale of proportionality is constant across the spatial domain [9, 10] . This is equivalent to assuming that photons are attenuated exponentially, a result that obeys Beer's Law [11] , which is an accurate model for monoenergetic X-rays and materials with similar X-ray crosssections. However, many pulsed power X-ray systems typically produce a non-monoenergetic Bremsstrahlung spectrum [12] , and that the conversion from intensity to areal density, rather than the actual Abel inversion, is the primary source of error in density reconstructions from real data.
II. RECASTING BASIS MODEL
First, we address the primary source of error in density reconstructions by focusing our attention on a generic Bremsstrahlung source and its impact with respect to a radiographic image. Unlike a monochromatic X-ray source obeying a simple Beer's law attenuation relation, the transmission is proportional to a Bremsstrahlung source's effective attenuated contribution and may be represented as a sum of weighted exponentials ( 2 ) where xmt is the observed transmission through an object, w i are the individual weights of the spectrum at energy i, i are the mass attenuation coefficients [13] at energy i, B i is the buildup factor, and is the areal density. Energy N represents the limiting case or end-point energy. In a similar formulism, xmt as determined through a transmission curve may be represented in a continuous sense, complimentary to the discrete case in Eq. 2, as , eff e B xmt (3) where eff is some weighted average of all mass attenuation coefficients spanning the working energy range and represented as a single effective mass attenuation coefficient and B( ) is an effective buildup term over the areal density range of interest. As an example, transmission curve data from a recent Cygnus radiographic shot suggest that Eq. 3 formulism takes a form that can be well fit by a Gamma function. In particular, B( ) is proportional to the form c 2 [14] in some limited range of and c 2 is a real number fitted to the transmission curve data and eff becomes another fitting parameter c 1 . Thus, for Cygnus, xmt as depicted in Eq. 3 can be modeled as . 1 2 c c e xmt (4) It was reasoned from Eq. 1 that is proportional to log n (I). Moreover, we can claim = c 3 log n (I), where c 3 is a scaling factor consistent across the spatial domain of the image and I is already normalized by I max . So, simple substitution into Eq. (6) 
III.RESULTS
In this section, we first present a test case by introducing a true one dimensional forward Abel projection of an ideal density distribution (also one dimensional) from a conceptual embedded cylindrical embedded object. Next, we compare a one-dimensional forward and inverse Abel operation, along with the recast model prescription in this report, on a synthetic ray trace section on the same conceptual embedded cylindrical embedded object. Finally, we compare a one dimension forward and inverse Abel operation on a section of an actual Cygnus radiograph, consistent with the conceptual configuration and under the similar operations and recast prescription previously described, and compare results to truth.
IV. TRUTH: FORWARD ABEL OF AN IDEAL DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
Starting with a conceptual embedded cylindrical embedded object as depicted in Fig. 2 , we may begin directly with an assumed density profile in pixel space with respect to the CCD array plane shown earlier in Fig. 1 . Such a density profile is identified in Fig. 3 as the blue plot with units described on the left side ordinate. The forward Abel operation [15] is shown here for reference
with its inverse as
where K is the Abel convolution kernel, xmt(x) is the transmission observed wrt to the CCD array plane, and (x) is the 1-D spatial dependent density distribution. There is much better overall agreement between the inverse Abel scaled and recasted ray-trace (purple plot in Fig 5) data and the ideal density profile as opposed to the un-recasted data (blue plot in fig 5) . The inverse Abel of the scaled ray-trace data largely underestimates higher densities while overestimates lower densities is often the disagreement trait encountered in many density reconstruction schemes. A table summarizing the mean difference and fractional error agreement from truth per density layer step is outlined at the end of the result section The recasting fitting parameters, c 2 and c 1 in particular, reveal characteristic information regarding the source and ray-trace information. c 2 and c 1 are zero and non-zero respectively indicating correctly that synthetic ray-trace data is monochromatic and obeys a single Beer law relation. A table summarizing the coefficient values for c 1 , c 2, and c 3 is also outlined at the end of the result section
V. SYNTHETIC: INVERSE ABEL OF RAY TRACE MODEL

VI. SYNTHETIC: INVERSE ABEL OF MCNP MODEL
An MCNP [16] [17] calculation was performed to simulate the radiation transport of a 5Mev end-point energetic Kramer [18] spectrum through the nested cylinders in lieu of an actual RGD producing the desired data. There is general good overall agreement between the inverse Abel scaled and recasted MCNP simulated data (purple plot in Fig 6) and the ideal density profile as opposed to the unrecasted data (blue plot in fig 6) . Again, the inverse Abel of the scaled ray-trace data largely underestimates higher densities while overestimates lower densities is often the disagreement trait encountered in many density reconstruction schemes.
Again, the recasting fitting parameters, c 2 and c 1 in particular, reveal characteristic information regarding the source and ray-trace information. c 2 and c 1 are both non-zero respectively indicating correctly, according to the model premise, that the simulated image data produced with a Kramer spectrum is not monochromatic and largely obeys a relation as laid out earlier in section II.A. Fig. 7 below shows an actual radiograph image of the real embedded cylindrical object defined in our test case earlier. There is general good overall agreement between the inverse Abel scaled and recasted real data (purple plot in Fig 9) and the ideal density profile as opposed to the un-recasted data (blue plot in fig 9) . Again, the inverse Abel of the scaled raytrace data largely underestimates higher densities while overestimates lower densities is often the disagreement trait encountered in many density reconstruction schemes. Again, the recasting fitting parameters, c 2 and c 1 in particular, reveal characteristic information regarding the source and raytrace information. c 2 and c 1 are both non-zero respectively indicating correctly, according to the model premise, that the real image data produced at the Cygnus facility is not monochromatic, hence Bremsstrahlung, and largely obeys a relation as laid out earlier in section II.A. 
VII. REAL DATA: INVERSE ABEL OF CYGNUS IMAGE DATA
VIII. RESULT SUMMARY
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown considerable error reduction in density reconstruction by prescribed method of recasting the image data in one nested cylindrical symmetric configuration. In majority cases, the improvement is of order magnitude. The recasting parameters for each of the test cases suggest high correlation to source profile (e.g. monoenergetic, synthetic distribution, or Bremsstrahlung) and implicitly, the RGD and transport of the source term.
Next, we plan on studying the stability of the recasting image data model by exploring the mean and variance for each of the recasting parameters for a variety of nested cylindrical and spherical symmetric configurations and source terms.
